






To know who the evil ones are you must 
know the governments they serve! 

who are the evil ones and why are they evil? 
• Representative democracy 
• Parliamentary Democracy 
• Theocracy 
• Dictatorship  
• Absolute Monarchy 
• Constitutional Monarchy 
 
 



Has this enemy crossed your path? 

 “I believe that it is God’s will that I govern.  
I come from a long line of rulers who 
expect their subjects to obey them. I can be 
great or I can be vicious”. What government 
does this being of the Dark Side rule? 

• He is part of an Absolute Monarch 



Do you know this man? 

   He is chosen to be leader by people in his 
own party.  He does have to run for 
election but he can be removed from office 
if a majority of his fellow legislators turn 
against him.  What type of government does 
obi wan kenobi become a part of? 

• A Parliamentary Democracy 



An idealist during a time of corruption and war, 
Padmé Amidala was determined to fix what wrongs 
she could in the Senate, where she represented her 
peaceful home planet of Naboo. What political 
system does she represent?  

She's courageous and defends her beliefs. 

• A representative Democracy 



In our representative Democracy there are three 
branches.  Which branch is illustrated here? 

This is the Senate thus it part of 
the legislative branch. 



Do you know this enemy? 

   Darth Sidious strikes at you because you do 
not believe and act as he wants.  He 
controls the legislative and judicial 
branches of government.  He rules because 
he has the support of the military.  What 
is this dangerous government? 

• It is a Dictatorship 



    By the end of the Star War series, only 
Yoda and Obi-wan Kenobi are left as 
trained Jedi warriors.  Darkness has 

descended  on the Empire.  Free will has 
been replaced with a strict observance to 
the Emperor’s laws and there is little hope 
for any type of change.  In the future, a 

few brave, ordinary and somewhat 
disorganized band of men and women will 

bring about the change that is needed.  All 
societies need citizens who are not afraid to 

stand up for that which is right. 






